Governance, Risk Management, and Compliance
SAP BusinessObjects GRC Software as a Service
There is a significant trend for organizations transitioning from traditional in-house managed hardware and software to
Cloud Computing and where possible, Software as a Service (SaaS). Cloud computing provides better performance at
lower cost due to the flexibility, scalability, and economy of scale. SaaS relieves the organization of all maintenance
headaches and complexities, whilst still benefiting from the use of powerful software. SaaS concepts convert costs from
Capital Expenditure to Operating Expenditure, and thus remove a barrier for the use of the software.
IncQ Consulting is the only service provider of SAP Business Objects GRC Software as a Service (SaaS).
The Fortune 500 CIO survey of top technology
segments of 2010, showed that Cloud Computing
was of the number 1 interest of CIOs for 2010 and
Software as a Service (SaaS) was number 6. This is
because CIOs recognize the significant value that
Cloud Computing and SaaS offers their organization.
These benefits include:
 No upfront Capital Expenditure
 No hardware or software maintenance
headaches
 Lower Operating Costs due to the pay-as-youuse

SAP BusinessObjects GRC consists of a set of software
solutions that offer significant benefits to your organization.
These software solutions include:


Strategy Management
Define and communicate your business objectives, manage
initiatives designed to reach your business objectives and
then monitor and manage performance from high-level
objectives down to key performance indicators.



Risk Management
Balance business opportunities with strategic, operational,
financial, legal and compliance risks to maximize corporate
performance and minimize the market penalties from highimpact events.



Process Control
Ensure operational excellence and compliance via centrally,
and automatically monitoring key operational controls and
data across enterprise systems.



Access Control
Control access and prevent fraud across the enterprise with
confidence, whilst minimizing the time and cost of
compliance.

Our philosophy at Inc Q Consulting is to Question the status quo; drive change to optimize business performance.
Offering SAP BusinessObjects GRC Software as a Service is one way we can help you optimize your business
performance whilst minimizing your costs and complexity.

